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Introduction

Advanced nonexudative age-related macular degeneration (AMD) represents a common cause of severe and irreversible visual loss (Fig. 1) [1, 2]. There is an unmet need for effective treatment, and substantial efforts in both basic and clinical research are being made [3].

The disease clinically manifests on ophthalmoscopy as 1 or more “atrophic” areas of complete or incomplete depigmentation, showing thinning of underlying tissue and, commonly, better visibility of large choroidal blood vessels as compared to the normal state [4–7]. Compared to histopathology, it should be noted that in the living eye the detection of the degree of tissue attenuation and degeneration – even when using high-resolution in vivo imaging – is limited. With the former method, loss of outer retinal layers including photoreceptors, substantial degeneration of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), and loss of the choriocapillaris have been reported in clinically visible areas of atrophy [4].

There is high variability in the location, number, and shape of individual lesions on clinical examination. At the same time, however, the occurrence and enlargement of atrophy appears not to be a totally random event. The phenomenon of “foveal sparing” is a very common observation, that is, involvement of the fovea by the atrophic process only during the later course of the disease and also the slower spread of atrophy towards the foveal cen-
ter as compared to eccentric areas [7, 8]. Furthermore, atrophic areas do not appear to develop by chance at any extrafoveal location. Systematic analysis has revealed that initial atrophic areas occur predominantly in the parafovea (i.e., within the inner 4 fields of the Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study [ETDRS] grid) [9].

Atrophic areas are commonly described as being “sharply demarcated” or having “clear-cut” edges (like being cut off with a sharp instrument [10]). However, areas may also appear more irregular, and it may be challenging to clearly define the borders of atrophic lesions, even using high-resolution imaging with systematic data acquisition (Fig. 2). In this context, it is important to remember that different pathways may lead to atrophy and that the exact evolution of an atrophic area is usually not delineable once it has been developed without prior information [11]. Further, a differentiation between the detection of regressed, subclinical, or successfully treated choroidal neovascularization (i.e., the [former] presence of exudative AMD) and a “pure,” nonexudative lesion cannot be made with absolute certainty [12].

Finally, with regard to the clinical manifestation of atrophy in nonexudative AMD, 2 additional aspects need to be taken into consideration. First, one should remember that development of atrophy at the posterior pole is not an exclusive feature of AMD etiology [13]; there is a huge variety of different retinal and choroidal diseases that can turn into atrophy. Second, it would be different if the diagnosis of atrophy in advanced nonexudative AMD were made by clinical examination or – either alone or additionally – through findings made by multimodal retinal imaging.

The Semantics and Origin of the Term “Geographic”

A geographer is a scholar who makes maps by drawing features according to their location, configuration, and relationship to other structures, also including the borders of countries as well as continents (www.en.wikipedia.de). By the sheer “process of drawing,” features may become sharply demarcated and may appear not to be specifically related to other structures.

According to medical dictionaries, a “geographic lesion” accordingly is a well-demarcated pattern resembling the outline of a land mass against water on a map [14, 15]. The first entity in medicine that was described as manifesting in this sense appears to be the “geographic tongue.” This is a common and benign condition that was mentioned as early in 1831, albeit not using the term...
“geographic” at this early time [16]. The first similar term in this context goes back to Santlus, a German doctor who lived in Hadamar and used the words landkartenartig (map-like) and inselförmig (island-shaped), which might later have been translated into Latin as “lingua geographica” and then further into English as “geographic tongue” [17–19]. In ophthalmology, geographic lesions were initially described in a variation of dendritic herpetic keratitis. In 1956, “geographic map” ulcers were reported to occur with the use of topical corticosteroids as epithelial lesions that extended through the basement membrane in the sense of a true ulcer [20]. At the same time, the use of this term was clearly explained: the outline of these lesions resembled the map of a continent. Interestingly, a similar terminology as later used in the context of AMD has also been applied until today in the context of herpetic corneal disease, probably best known as “disciform keratitis,” which represents another herpetic variant but manifests as a deeper lesion than a geographic map ulcer.

Using the ophthalmoscope and visualizing alterations that are not visible otherwise, it is understandable that people particularly have tried to describe morphological changes by comparing them to the shape and appearance of well-known features. For example, in 1956 Kraffel [21]
wrote of “chorioretinitis striata” as “landkartenartige [map-like] Choroidalatrophie” exhibiting the sharply demarcated borders of atrophy (Fig. 3). In the English literature, use of the term “geography” in the context of retinal lesions appears to have first been made in a presentation at the Wilmer 27th Residents Association Meeting in 1968 by Hyvärinen and Maumenee (cited by Schlaegel [22] as a meeting abstract with the title of “Geographic Choroiditis vs. Choroidal Vascular Abiatrophy”), which was followed by several peer-reviewed publications by different authors in the 1970s [22–24]. However, these reports were exclusively focused on “geographic choroiditis,” which fits the current understanding of serpiginous choroiditis but not of atrophy in AMD.

“Geographic Atrophy” in the Context of “Senile Macular Degeneration”

It appears that it was Gass, in the first edition of his Stereoscopic Atlas of Macular Diseases of 1970, who extended the term “geographic areas of atrophy” to different diseases of the retina and choroid, including “senile macular choroidal degeneration,” “central areolar choroidal sclerosis,” and “serpiginous peripapillary choroiditis” (Fig. 3) [25]. According to his descriptions, these areas are sharply circumscribed, and, usually, large underlying choroidal vessels are exposed. It is interesting to note that Gass neither explained why he used this term nor referred to any of the previous authors and the previous use of the term in medicine – including in ophthalmology, as discussed above. It must be acknowledged that he clearly pointed out that different etiologies may lead to atrophy, an important observation that has not seldom been neglected in different situations until today. Compared to the 1970s, it should be considered that with the advances in genetics and multimodal imaging, far more precise differential diagnoses are possible today [13]. For example, the term “areolar” should not be used anymore in the context of AMD. The literal meaning of this term denotes a small ring of color around a center portion like the surrounding area of the nipple of the breast. It is appropriate for the phenotype of central areolar choroidal dystrophy, a dominantly inherited macular dystrophy, which is different from the AMD phenotype and is caused by mutations in the PRPH2 gene (Fig. 4) [26]. This disease commonly manifests as a unifocal atrophic area with a ring of pigmented changes or – better visible – speckled increased fundus autofluorescence (FAF) intensities around a large central patch of decreased FAF intensities. Therefore, the term does not describe the features of the central atrophic patch – as opposed to the term “geographic” – but the characteristic changes surrounding the atrophy. Further, the term would not appreciate the common multifocality of atrophic patches in AMD.

In 1972/1973, Gass published extensively on geographic atrophy of the RPE and the retina in elderly patients, also focusing on its evolution from drusen [27, 28]. Effectively, he not only described “geographic areas of atrophy,” he named the disease itself “geographic atrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium.” The first paper using this nomenclature in its title was written by Blair in 1975 [29]. One year later, Sarks published extensively on the histopathology of “geographical atrophy,” later abandoning the British “geographical” in favor of the American “geographic” [4, 30]. In 1977, Green and Key [31] did not adopt the wording “geographic atrophy” in their landmark paper on the histopathology of “senile macular de-
generation,” still using the term “areolar atrophy.” From 1980 onwards, the concise term “geographic atrophy” has appeared to have been firmly established [5, 6, 32].

The Origin of Atrophic AMD

In 1885, the Suisse ophthalmologist Otto Haab described “several new, previously unreported” – in addition to well-known – forms of macular diseases in German [33]. Specifically, he reported on one form in which the macular region sometimes spontaneously sickens in otherwise totally normal eyes of aged people, typically symmetrically in both eyes. The alterations were often minor but would cause strong visual impairment with a fairly poor prognosis. The disease was characterized by pale spots in the macular region that were due to atrophy of the pigment epithelium. Finally, for the time being, he suggested the term “senile.” One year earlier, the English ophthalmologist Nettleship [34] had described the bilateral occurrence of large areas of atrophied choroid in the central region of the fundus in a 60-year-old woman. This publication is accompanied by a color plate that clearly shows a large area of atrophy with no drusen or any other surrounding changes. Further, Nettleship – as opposed to Haab – did not associate the disease with spontaneous development in the elderly, but speculated on a family disease being inherited by one to the next generation [35]. The first atlas of fundus photography, written by Dimmer and Pillat in 1927 [36], includes several examples of atrophy. However, the plates are accompanied by descriptions such as “herdförmige Atrophie” (focal atrophy) and “eigentümliche Atrophie” (peculiar atrophy) (Fig. 3). Neither the expression “senile macular degeneration” nor the term “geographic” was used. Up to the 1960, fundus drawings (often in color) had been widespread – but not yet photographs. Three aspects appear to be particularly important with regard to the evolution of the terminology used with AMD/senile macular degeneration. First, the fact that both atrophic and exudative manifestations belong to the same disease entity – i.e., may develop from the same phenotype – was not well established [37]. For example, the first monograph on exudative AMD by Junius and Kuhnt [38] from 1926 did not even mention atrophic macular degeneration. Second, the atrophic form was often called “heredodegeneration,” implying that the disease was passed on in families [39, 40]. In fact, depending on the age at manifestation, different forms of atrophy – including Stargardt disease and Best disease – were categorized into “juvenile” (e.g., Star-
is possibly also the reason why the Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) definition includes the grade “questionable” for atrophy [43].

To measure diameters and lesions, color and/or fluorescein angiography slides – as obtained with analog fundus cameras – were typically projected on a microfilm reader in order to then manually outline areas of atrophy using variable systems and individual analytical procedures. The scaling – converting lengths and lesion areas into the metric system – was typically based on measuring the size of the optic nerve head and assuming a standard disc area. Given the way of analysis and variability, it is evident that the ability to precisely and reliably measure lesion diameters and sizes was obviously limited. In effect, the definition and reported values in micrometers should therefore not be regarded as precise measurements but rather as estimations from the beginning. To make things even more complicated, it is noteworthy that the AREDS definition of atrophy doubles the minimal required lesion size of an individual atrophic spot from 1/8 (circle I₁) to 1/4 (circle I₂) of the standard optic disc and changes the diameter of the standard disc from 1,500 to 1,800 μm at the same time [46].

With the advent of new imaging modalities, the definition and analysis strategies for atrophy quantification progressed as well. FAF imaging, based on confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (cSLO), was systematically applied for atrophy detection in the early 2000s [47, 48]. Due to the severely decreased FAF signal of atrophic areas (due to the loss of intrinsic fluorophores in degenerated RPE cells) as compared to nonatrophic areas, superior lesion border discrimination using a noninvasive imaging method became possible. In addition, the high contrast of atrophic areas also allowed for the introduction of semiautomated image analysis software using segmentation and region-growing algorithms (Fig. 5) [49, 50]. Together with a reduction of intra- and interreader variability, FAF imaging has become widely accepted for the detection of atrophy and its progression over time and is currently used in several large-scale, interventional clinical trials on geographic atrophy [51, 52]. For the assessment of foveal sparing – which is challenging with blue-light FAF imaging, due to only minor differences in intensity between the macular pigment and atrophy – the use of corresponding near-infrared reflectance images has been proposed [53].

Using simultaneous spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) imaging, it was later confirmed that atrophic areas of severely reduced FAF intensities are spatially confined to loss of outer retinal layers with choroidal hypertransmission by SD-OCT [54]. Us-

Definitions of “Geographic Atrophy” in Natural History Studies

From the 1980s onwards, several natural history studies have applied variable definitions for the systematic evaluation of the manifestation and progression of atrophy in nonexudative AMD under the term “geographic atrophy.” It is not only that the minimal diameter or minimal lesion size of an individual atrophic spot has been defined differently, but also the single largest spot (either in diameter or lesion area) and/or the total size of atrophy (sum of all lesions) that has to be present in a given eye to meet the criteria for the disease manifestation of “geographic atrophy” has been variably specified [32, 42–45]. In addition, there has been no standard as to whether stereoscopic or non-stereo images, or whether colors or fluorescein angiograms, should be used. Color differentiation between atrophic areas and choroidal vessels, areas of hypopigmentation, (confluent) drusen at the edge of atrophy, and overlying calcifications is challenging with color fundus photography, while atrophic areas may appear irregular or lesion boundary discrimination may be not accurately possible due to similar intensities of drusen as compared to atrophy by fluorescein angiography. These challenges obviously have an impact on intra- and interreader variability in atrophic lesion detection, which is possibly also the reason why the Age-Related Eye Dis-
ing SD-OCT imaging for atrophy quantification obviously offers the advantage of using one device and one modality for the visualization of different retinal layers. The limitations of SD-OCT are (1) the limited size of the scan field, (2) the extensive acquisition time and increased amount of data when using dense raster scanning for accurate planimetric lesion detection (i.e., to limit interpolation between neighboring B-scans), and (3) its susceptibility to segmentation errors. While the latter 2 limitations may be largely overcome by hardware and software improvements in the future, one of the other major advantages of cSLO over SD-OCT imaging may more likely remain: while SD-OCT imaging has the key advantage of an outstanding vertical resolution (also permitting visualization of different retinal layers), its lateral anatomical resolution – and thus its ability to exactly allow for planimetric measurements such as atrophic lesion quantification – is inferior to that of cSLO. In addition, preliminary

**Fig. 5.** Development and progression of atrophy in purely nonexudative age-related macular degeneration with annual retinal imaging during 4-year follow-up from baseline (first row: color fundus photographs; second row: confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy blue-light fundus autofluorescence images). Atrophic areas were semiautomatically detected and quantified with dedicated software (third row; also showing the size of the individual lesions [in different colors] and the total lesion size [T]). Note the superior detection of atrophy with fundus autofluorescence as compared to color fundus photography, which also allows for an accurate assessment of the enlargement of existing and the development of new individual spots as well as of the coalescence of spots over time. The minimum lesion size on fundus autofluorescence imaging is set at 0.05 mm². According to the definition of the AREDS, the minimal lesion size of an individual atrophic spot would be 0.145 mm² (1/8 of a disc diameter), which would lead to later detection of atrophic satellites and determination of a smaller overall size of atrophy at the different time points.
data suggest that lesion boundary discrimination by SD-OCT imaging may be difficult in some subtypes of atrophy. Particularly in the so-called diffuse-tricking subtype, no sharply demarcated boundary of choroidal hypertransmission may be visible on SD-OCT imaging as compared to cSLO FAF imaging [unpubl. data]. This observation may indicate that FAF imaging allows for a more selective detection of atrophic areas by decreased signal intensities, as compared to the detection of probably more unspecific choroidal hypertransmission by SD-OCT imaging.

**Geographic Atrophy Today**

Up to the first half of the first decade of the 21st century, research on AMD and the clinical management of AMD were largely focused on neovascular AMD, while the pure, nonexudative form – “geographic atrophy” – was known but gained only little attention. This situation can be explained by several factors which have since changed dramatically and led to the increasing interest in “geographic atrophy” that is reflected in the steep rise in publications as well as in scientific sessions and discussions during the last 10 years [35]. While the slowly progressive disease of late-stage nonexudative AMD cannot really be appreciated with routine clinical assessment tools (i.e., central visual acuity remains stable for a long time, and changes in lesion size are not really detectable on ophthalmoscopy at different time points for years), neovascular AMD is characterized by a dramatic and rather rapid decline in visual function along with clear dynamic changes in fundus lesions that are visible within months. While therapeutic approaches with some evidence of efficacy (i.e., focal laser treatment and, later, photodynamic therapy) were available, patients with neovascular AMD remained the largest and most immediate burden for clinicians in their daily work. This situation turned with the advances in retinal imaging technology, allowing for better detection and documentation of geographic atrophy, and – probably far more importantly – with the introduction of anti-VEGF therapy for neovascular AMD. This therapy not only represented a major breakthrough in terms of successful treatment of the neovascular membrane, but also brought into focus the atrophic process that typically continues to evolve and becomes particularly evident in a successfully treated eye with nonexudative AMD as longitudinal management with multiple visits goes on. Along with these observations, the terminology for the manifestation of atrophy in eyes with AMD has become even more complicated. Terms like “RPE atrophy,” “outer retinal atrophy,” “complete atrophy,” “incomplete atrophy,” and “macular atrophy” have been introduced. For example, the term “macular atrophy” – according to Abdelfattah et al. [55] – “generally refers to all cases of RPE atrophy whether caused by dry AMD (geographic atrophy) or by the fibrosis resulting from CNV [choroidal neovascularization] membrane maturation.”

Currently, we are in the process of better understanding the different variants of atrophy development, manifestation, and progression in both exudative and purely nonexudative forms of AMD. Given the commonly rather slow progress in dynamic changes of atrophy – particularly in relation to CNV – we especially need well-defined, prospective clinical studies with longitudinal observations over several years to gain more insight into the disease process of atrophy. For this endeavor, the use of high-resolution multimodal imaging appears to be particularly important. For example, a recent report by the AREDS2 study group showed that “geographic atrophy” may be detected earlier by the use of FAF imaging as compared to color fundus photography [56]. Recent data suggest that the combination of SD-OCT with color fundus photography (as the historical gold standard) and cSLO FAF (as the gold standard for the assessment of atrophy manifestation and enlargement) allows for the detection of dynamic changes in atrophy development in eyes at high risk for conversion into late AMD [unpubl. data]. Different specific structural precursors such as confluent soft drusen, placoid lesions with hyperpigmentary changes, crystalline deposits, and serous RPE detachments appear to represent different local phenotypic variants leading to atrophy, while the pattern and the time course to development of manifest atrophy may vary substantially between these precursor lesions. These observations will allow for a more detailed description and classification of atrophy development and manifestation. With regard to the term “geographic atrophy,” one approach might be to use this term only in a very general way for any atrophy as seen by clinical examination or color fundus photography, exhibiting more or less well-demarcated areas of loss of pigmentation with better visibility of underlying choroidal vessels. At the same time, the term should be used neither for presuming a clear etiology of AMD or the clear exclusion of any signs of active or past CNV nor for any lesions that have been detected by SD-OCT, FAF, or any modalities other than standard color fundus photography.

Schmitz-Valckenberg
Conclusion

In conclusion, the term “geographic atrophy” without further description appears to be currently used all too frequently in ways other than to further classify the degeneration in question. The historical perspective of the introduction and development of the term is helpful in reviewing its current inconsistent usage. Further, it underscores the need for a more prudent application of the term “geographic atrophy” in today’s world of ophthalmology, which is characterized by major advances in retinal imaging and in therapeutic approaches along with a better understanding of disease manifestations and classifications such as the identification of various genetic factors. The need for a more rational approach to the nomenclature and classification of atrophic AMD is clearly evident – not only for research and the development of further therapeutic strategies, but also for patient management in routine clinical care.
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